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Learn from Muslim and Christian
experts in Encountering the World
of Islam, a twelve lesson course.
This course uses readings, field
trips, visits to a local mosque,
and interactions with Muslims to
educate Christians to understand
and befriend Muslims with the
love of Christ. Participants will
leave the class with knowledge
of the Islamic faith and an
understanding of how to share
our hope in Christ with Muslims.
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More than three million Muslim adherents reside in the U.S. today, a
number which will likely double in the next 20 years. Sadly, Christians
rarely befriend Muslims. Some feel Muslims are not interested. Others simply do not know how to share with their Muslim neighbors.
Encountering the World of Islam can help break down these barriers.
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and educational and economic opportunities. How should we respond to
Muslim needs in the name of Christ?
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While one out of every three non-Christians is a Muslim, only one out of
every 10 Christian workers reaches out to Muslims! The opportunities
are great. Join us for Encountering the World of Islam and discover how to
embrace Muslims with the love of Christ.
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